From Westworld to Moon World on Grindhouse Radio
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Abstract

A national radio broadcast featuring space scientist Bernard Foing, Westworld actress Claire Unabia and artist Matthew James discussing the possibilities of space travel and habitation with Brimstone and the cast of Grindhouse radio.

1. Space outreach radio program

Scientist Bernard Foing embarks on journey to enlighten the cast of US national radio program Grindhouse radio about past, present and future endeavors to space, the moon and beyond.

1.1 Current status

The radio program was recorded on May 14, 2018 for broadcast on May 17 2018. It can be listened to internationally on iTunes and iheart radio.

2. What is Grindhouse Radio?

Grindhouse radio is quite simply a show for everyone, from a group of not-so “normal” people. The Grindhouse Radio offers listeners their weekly pop culture fix of current news and events, comics, music, geeky gadgetry, sports and movies seamlessly blended into a two hour format. A no holds barred, madhouse of mythological proportions, GHR aims to be the public’s weekly fix for pop-culture, nerdisms and all around.
oddball topics that relate to media and celebrities! Grindhouse Radio is currently syndicated on seventeen networks, most prominently iHeartRadio with a weekly listenership of between 3.5 - 4 million worldwide. The show can also be found here on TheGrindhouseRadio.com as well as on Brimstone’s Official Website. We are always in growth mode in terms of additions being brought into our Syndicate (syndicated networks) which will be continuing throughout the year.

Brimstone has had a successful and rewarding career spanning well over three decades; participating in numerous entertainment fields boasting a list of titles including professional wrestler, radio host, actor, voice actor, author, musician, philanthropist, food critic, horror model, and comic book/animated/children’s book/video game hero. He’s been called a Renaissance man by many, but more accurately described as a well seasoned entertainer and entertainment entrepreneur.
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Figure 5 - Cast of Grindhouse radio